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“Identity is the extent to which a person can 
recognize or recall a place for being distinctive from 
other places, as having a vivid and unique, or at least 
a particular character of its own.”

Kevin Lynch
The Image of the City

Appendix 1

Public Preference 
Handbook
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Introduction

Process
The character preferences were gathered during six interactive 
workshops with the community of Ladysmith. The community 
identified preferred and non-preferred images and provided 
comments. These responses have generated a collage of visual 
preference ideas regarding the preferred character in developing a 
vibrant town. 

The resulting collages of preferences are articulated in this 
handbook as a general set of points that can be used to provide 
direction and guidance in how to actualize and arrange the built 
aspects of Ladysmith’s preferred community vision.

“Ladysmith is on the leading edge, in that we 
embrace change and see the potential in embracing 
innovative and sustainable ideas and solutions.” 

Resident of Ladysmith
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Overall Town 
Character Preference

1.1 High Quality Public Realm
Pedestrian oriented space needs an attractive, vibrant, and safe 
public realm as a requirement for creating livable neighborhoods 
and centres. In both residential and commercial areas streets and 
squares should be visually pleasing, comfortable and safe. Three 
key elements contribute to a high quality public realm.

Definition:•  The degree to which buildings enclose public 
space.

Vitality:•  The vibrancy and safety in the public realm 
resulting from adjacent publicly oriented active uses, façade 
treatments and ‘eyes on the street’.

Texture:•  The arrangement of pedestrian amenities and 
other visual elements such as street trees, street furniture, 
paving materials, and parking treatments.

What residents said:

“Focus on size of lots, size of •
living space, density.”

“Heritage is the draw.”•

“Developing an area for •
people to enjoy, accessible, 
and affordable.”

“Need for sustainable growth, •
and need for planned areas.”

Above: Vitality, definition and 
texture are three key elements that 
contribute to a quality public realm.

Section 1 
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Building Height:

A 2-3 storey (7-10m) building forming part of a continuous •
street wall is preferred. Setbacks should be in the range 
from 0 to 1.5m.

A four story (12.7m) commercial and residential building •
type forming part of a street wall is the preferred model 
when integrating mix use.

A six story building is possible if a number of specific issues •
are addressed. Site specific view and shadow studies are 
required, as well as slope-to-building height referencing.

Building height can be a contentious issue. Residents •
favoured the 2-3, and 4 story buildings, but were 
comfortable with 6 when heritage and high quality design 
issues were apparent in the visuals.

What residents said:

“Density should include •
businesses, residential, and 
live work spaces.”

“If we are to bring more •
density, the small town feel of 
Ladysmith should prevail.”
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1.2 Streetscape and Pedestrian 
Environment
The space between building fronts and the street curb should be 
conducive to safe and comfortable pedestrian or resident activity. 
In commercial areas the primary function of any open space 
between buildings and the curb is to provide visual and physical 
access into the building and to provide a space for additional 
outdoor activities such as vending, resting,  sitting or dining, 
where appropriate. Street fronts can also feature art work, street 
furniture, and landscaping that invites the public, and provides a 
setting for the entire streetscape.

Key features include the following: 

Continuous planting of street trees, entrance weather •
protection, street furniture, signage that identifies uses in 
buildings, and sufficient pedestrian lighting for comfort and 
security.

Trees: 

Continuity of the tree canopy requires trees to be planted •
relatively close. 

Effective distances are between 4.5m to 7.6m apart. •

Street corners may need trees to be set back 12m to 15m •
from the area due to site lines.

Awnings: 

A minimum of 1.5m extension from the building is needed •
for effective weather protection. 

3m max height. •

Billboard advertising on awnings and canopies is •
discouraged.

What residents said:

“Anything that maintains •
pedestrians’ mobility, personal 
connection, and safety.”

“Pedestrians walking, not drive •
throughs.”

“Pedestrian friendly, wide •
sidewalks, awnings and 
gazebos, apartments above 
stores.”

Right: ‘Big city’ hyper-modern 
urbanism treatments are 
discouraged.
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1.3 Pathways, Cycling, Sidewalks, Public 
Spaces

Pathways:

Ground material, refinement of detail, and amenities should •
complement the context. i.e. soft urban design can include 
natural mulches and crushed stone where a limited footprint 
aproach in sensitive areas is required. Highly defined 
amenity based residential walkways may include street 
trees, lighting, a variety of paving materials, concrete or 
asphalt.

Soft surfaces:•  2m width for mainly pedestrian traffic. 3m-
4m widths for multi-use.

Hard surfaces:•  Where accessibility and transportation 
issues are paramount, a 3m (2.7minimum) to 4m asphalt or 
concrete path is required. Crushed rock is suitable where 
yearly maintenance and grade issues are considered, but 
universal accessibility is limited.

Most wheelchairs and inline skaters need a paved surface.•

Cycling:

Cycling only lanes where appropriate (1.5m width excluding •
gutter, 2m for posted speeds above 70km/h), and visual 
definition from all other uses through the use of signage, 
materials and colour. 

Clear connections to an overall town pathway network with •
cycling amenity supports such as bike racks and rest areas 
are encouraged. 

Consider a marked wide curb lane where there is •
insufficient width for a bicycle lane, 4.3m excluding gutter. 
4.8 wide for adequate horizontal clearance when adjacent 
to a wall, railing, or other roadside barrier.

On rural roads without a curb and gutter, bicycles travel •
on a paved shoulder, (min. 1.5m wide). Wider when speed 
limits are posted above 70km/h.

Sidewalks:

Sidewalks are also public spaces for gathering.•

A quality blend of seating, street trees, weather protection, •
lighting, street parking, signage, and banners work together 
to enhance the pedestrian experience. 

Convenient, safe and attractive access to the building •
entries should be provided in all new development.

What residents said:

“Alternative vehicle (energy) •
lanes should be considered.”

“Emphasize – heritage & •
pedestrian friendly.”

“Enhance slope of town, zig •
zag sidewalks, shops, and 
landscaping.”
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1.4 Roads 
Roads form part of the transportation network. As part of 
a walkable community, vehicles share the road with other 
pedestrian activities, and form part of a vibrant community.

Street calming techniques should be explored through the 
use of traffic islands, landscaped medians, curb extensions, 
raised street sections and textured pavement visual signals 
and messages.

What residents said:

“Traffic calming, portions of • 
streets as pedestrian malls, 
benches and playgrounds and 
parks for kids to play during 
breaks from shopping and 
others to sit and watch the 
street go by!”

“Streets alive night and day.”• 

Above: Example of a side street with clear definition enclosing an array of street 
components that supports a wide range of users in a pedestrian setting. 

Buildings set back 1m• 

18m right of way • 

Minimum 1.5m weather protection awning • 

Available space for sidewalk amenities, planters, tables, chairs, and benches• 

Curb extensions • 

Bike lane in both directions, min 1.5m • 

Street trees and light standards placed strategically to add structure to the • 
overall streetscape
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1.5 Surface Parking 
Parking lots adjacent to or near sidewalks should provide 
adequate security and lighting, avoid encroachment of vehicles 
onto the sidewalk, and minimize their overall and visual impact 
including visual clutter of parking lot signs and equipment. Rear 
parking lots with public access to buildings is strongly preferred.

Cluster parking encouraged: 6-8 spaces with landscape •
buffering.

If more than 10, provide landscape bays for division.•

Auto to pedestrian paths should include transitional •
elements, such as plantings, land forms, screens, and 
structures. Landscaped areas minimum dimensions, 1.5 
metres in depth and .75 metres in height.

Visibility of all at-grade parking structures or accessory •
parking garages should be minimized.

Alternative storm water management applied where ever •
possible, ie. bio-swales.

Unique site specific design including solar capture options •
as one example.

Mall-lot parking surfaces devoid of vegetation is •
discouraged.

What residents said:

“Parking should be limited, •
but attractive.”

“I would like to see a change •
downtown to be more people 
friendly.”

“A town that thinks ‘green’ •
sidewalks, trails, ‘suburbia’ 
with lots of green space.”
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1.6 Housing
A building’s architectural elements should help establish a human 
scale and a sense of neighbourhood identity through a coherent 
architectural language (in addition to form, site orientation, 
landscaping, and streetscape elements). 

Single family:

Small compact housing without garages or limited side •
garage.

Landscape strategy that supports multiple vegetation layers, •
from ground-covers to trees, while utilizing thoughtful 
ecological principles. Compositionally, an elegant design 
solution addresses homeowner privacy and an engaging 
street presence.

Preferred neo-heritage architectural styles are Arts & Craft •
bungalow, Victorian, and Edwardian. 

Strong articulation of details made of solid materials. •
Superficial decoration is discouraged.

Contemporary eco-responsive architecture. •

A unique, regional cultural expression is suitable.•

‘Statement’ architecture is discouraged.•

Multi-family:

Building design elements, details, and materials should •
create a well-proportioned and unified building form.

Methods in which building articulation can provide •
complimentary building facades.

Façade modulation, window patterns, roof line changes/•
alternating dormers, gables, stepped roofs, building plane 
material changes, colour; and intervals of lighting fixtures, 
trees and other landscape features.

Residential projects should be sited to maximize •
opportunities for creating usable, attractive, and well 
integrated open space networks.

What residents said:

“Quality built homes, and lots •
of greenery with trees for the 
yards.”

“An inclusive town – everyone •
has a place and there is a place 
for everyone.”
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1.7 Commercial
The commercial domain--consisting of a food network of suppliers 
and service providers, retail shopping, and entertainment
outlets--was an area of emphasis in the preference 
surveys.

1.8 Food-network
A community oriented market approach consisting of island and 
regional food vendors is prevalent.

Farm gate purchasing direct from the farmer/small farmer •
stalls.

Neighborhood corner stores and a larger community market •
able to sustain daily and weekly markets.

Community wide commercial market scaled appropriately •
to the town.

1.9 Restaurants
From hotdog carts to national chains, an independent 
variety of options is preferred.

Restaurants with a suitable ambience to their surroundings •
and offerings are preferred. A pub on the waterfront 
compared to a pub on main-street, should not be expressed 
in generic forms.

Locations from side-streets, alleys, and the waterfront •
are to find integration through their size, massing, and 
appropriate building materials to ‘fit’ within their context as 
complimentary buildings, adding to the vitality of a location.

What residents said:

“Create a strong small and •
medium sized business 
community.”

“I like the mix use of business-•
residential, that is pleasing and 
traditional/ Different heights, 
angles and color/ Workspaces 
below.”
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1.10 Shopping
Small scale pedestrian oriented shops are the types of building 
forms and spaces conducive to the preferred shopping 
experience.

Integration of an urban mix of commercial, retail, and living •
spaces is preferred over conventional car dominant parking 
in front of strip mall shopping.

Gathering spaces on or connected to the sidewalk in a •
highly defined pedestrian environment are preferred.

1.11 Entertainment
Community oriented events, both spontaneous and 
programmed, are preferred.

Covered outdoor stage located in parks or plazas for •
community scaled performance and events. 

Outdoor plazas/squares capable of providing necessary •
space for performances and spectators. 

Temporary platforms, lighting, and overhead cover should •
be considered.

What residents said:

“Focus on the arts and culture •
– theatre, market place 
downtown, local farmers 
market.”

“Create a livable community; •
avoid sprawl, build smaller 
houses, higher density, 
provide ‘local’ services, and 
corner grocery type facilities.”
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1.12 Character (style, design) 
Preferences

Preferences are based on three sets of typologies: outdoor 
lighting, benches, and one type of interior space. 

A trend found through participants’ preference choices includes 
the following:

Strong design themes preferred are: rustic heritage •
with bold detailing using natural elements such as rock 
and wood; neo-heritage designs reflecting Ladysmith 
historical motifs; and, contemporary design that is true to 
the natural materials applied, which follow clean lines of 
expression.

Several types of lighting systems are preferred: neo- •
heritage street lighting standards; eco-responsive 
lighting systems incorporating alternative power 
sourcing; and, pedestrian scaled lighting features which 
enhance pathways and pocket parks.

What residents said:

“Rustic and heritage styles fit •
with Ladysmith.”

“Some modern things are ok, •
simple clean lines, and good 
natural materials that will last 
are good for Ladysmith.”
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1.13 Destinations
A charming heritage artisanal community is the most powerful 
image preferred.

Diversified areas of interest and aspirations include a broad, 
but coherent range of pursuits; outdoor adventure challenges; 
integrated artist studio residences and galleries; and, small scale 
light industrial with live-work opportunities are several areas of 
interest.

What residents said:

“We need to support local arts 
first, and more will come. A live 
work studio on the waterfront, 
markets and stalls downtown, 
supporting the artists, the 
establishments, the galleries, 
and people will come to live and 
shop”
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1.14 Overall town collage
The collection of images below represents residents’ preferred 
character traits from selections made at the community workshop.
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